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Like Dreams Launches Website in Time for Spring 2015 Collection Showcase
at Magic

Leading fashion accessories brand Like Dreams launches newly revamped website in
conjunction with its Spring/Summer collection debut at the Magic trade show in Las Vegas.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- Like Dreams launches a newly revamped website just in time
for their showcase of their Spring 2015 collection at WWD Magic in Las Vegas. The Spring 2015 collection
includes jewel embedded bags, holographic clutches, as well as shoe and bag styles that embody Spring ’15
trends - which will be viewable on their site.

In addition to showcasing their current styles, look books, and social media content, the new website features a
video and photographs shot by renowned cinematographer, Vasco Nunes, who has worked with the likes of
Nikki Minaj, Katy Perry, Santigold, and countless leading musical artists. Imagery was shot in iconic locations
throughout Los Angeles, including Echo Park and the newly minted, The Line Hotel. The cutting edge video
will be playing through a feed at the Like Dreams booth during the Magic trade show.

The website seeks to give viewers an overall feel for the Like Dreams brand through its sleek design and
lifestyle imagery, which was previously unavailable on their site. “Our vision and drive is not re-invention, but
re-definition. Our core belief is that fashion can be many things to many people, but in the end, it is a reflection
of the personal, a reflection of the definition of who we are,” says Jin Woo, the National sales director.

About Like Dreams:

Like Dreams is a Los Angeles-based accessories line born out of the determination felt in making inspirational
trends more accessible to an increasingly fashion-conscious generation. Launched in 2012, the company’s goal
was to accommodate aspiring trendsetters who struggle in today’s difficult world economy. Specializing in
shoes and bags, products are made of the finest materials and craftsmanship, with Vegan alternatives. Like
Dreams can be found at specialty stores nationwide, including Kitson, Nasty Gal, Akira and Dolls Kill and
more. www.ilikedreams.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REnLJmxAquU&feature=youtu.be
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Contact Information
Dorothy Mannfolk
Mannfolk PR
http://www.mannfolkpr.com
+1 (323) 460-2633

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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